Cincinnati & Dublin, May 1, 2019 Altix Consulting Inc, a greater Cincinnati based boutique
consulting firm specializing in strategy and operation for international manufacturing champions,
is proud to announce that it is joining forces with LCL Consulting Ltd, a Dublin, Ireland based
boutique consulting firm recognized as the global leader in transforming traditional factories into
Lean benchmark sites in both, high and low cost countries across the US, Europe and Asia.
Liam Cassidy, Managing Director of LCL Consulting and Yannick Schilly, President of Altix
Consulting, have a long-standing history of successful collaboration in Lean transformation in
China and the US, and are excited to announce their continued collaboration. In addition to their
global alliance, Altix is announcing the official establishment of its first European office in Dublin,
Ireland, to support the continued development of the partnership.
LCL (Leading Change through Lean) Consult, Ltd was established in 2009 by Liam Cassidy, who
has earned the reputation of world leader in Lean management with an impressive 40+ year track
record of turning around poorly performing operations, supply chains and suppliers. LCL provides
rapid turnaround solutions to apply Lean Principles – without compromise – coupled with the
leadership skills necessary to implement them and ensure long term success and has been
recognized by major international institutes and journals. The company operates globally with an
office in Dublin, Ireland.
Altix Consulting, Inc is a boutique consulting firm specializing in advanced manufacturing and
international supply chain management. The company provides support with global business
strategy, technology & innovation, operational excellence, workforce development, training &
education. With a combined international expertise of over 100 years, spanning three continents,
Altix partners offer a hands-on approach – from industry for industry – with focus on long term
success for their clients. Altix specializes in multi-language and multi-cultural business
environments and international market entry.
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